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Tè Zhang, a skilled agent, devotes her life to exacting justice on the man who murdered her father and step-
mother. But working a high profile case for Safeguard Security Inc. attracts her enemy’s attention. Now
she’s the hunted with her death the goal. RG Gribbs, her employer, has given his heart to the delicate, highly
skilled woman, so far above his poor boy Texan roots. Protecting his love means keeping her out of the
action, and his choice tears them apart. Wounded and heartbroken Tè recuperates from wounds received in
her latest battle with her nemesis, unaware RG tirelessly works to track him down. With military precision
RG prevents another attempt on Te’s life, and with her back in his arms, swears nothing will keep them
apart. But, when the enemy forces Tè into mortal combat, RG must trust she will safeguard herself and their
love.
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From reader reviews:

Jack Unger:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like
looking for your favorite publication and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your short lived problem;
you can add your knowledge by the guide entitled Reaching High. Try to stumble through book Reaching
High as your friend. It means that it can being your friend when you really feel alone and beside that of
course make you smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you
much more confidence because you can know almost everything by the book. So , we need to make new
experience as well as knowledge with this book.

Ross Larson:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading you can get
a lot of information that could give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world may share
their idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire all their reader with their
story or even their experience. Not only situation that share in the guides. But also they write about
advantage about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
young ones, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve
their proficiency in writing, they also doing some research before they write for their book. One of them is
this Reaching High.

Stewart Moore:

Why? Because this Reaching High is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you to
snap this but latter it will distress you with the secret that inside. Reading this book close to it was fantastic
author who have write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside of easier to understand,
entertaining approach but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of advantages than the
other book have got such as help improving your skill and your critical thinking means. So , still want to
delay having that book? If I were being you I will go to the publication store hurriedly.

Patrick Bergeron:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got pupils? We believe that that problem
was given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you know
that little person like reading or as examining become their hobby. You must know that reading is very
important and book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to incorporate you knowledge, except your
personal teacher or lecturer. You find good news or update concerning something by book. Numerous books
that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is Reaching High.
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